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1. Introduction
In the case of open strings, Mafra et al. [1,2] constructed a set of building blocks from
Pure Spinor string theory with nice and interesting properties. They are classified in terms
of their BRST transformation rules, ghost numbers and the number of the external legs.
In terms of these building blocks the authors of [3] are able to describe n-point amplitudes
for SYM. These results can be achieved directly from the limit of string theory [4,5,6] or
from SYM Feynman diagrams computations [7,8].
Furthermore, a convenient decomposition of 4-, 5- and 6-point in SYM singles out some
expressions (kinematical factors), denoted by “n”, satisfying very useful algebraic relations
known as BCJ [9]. These relations have been derived from string theory by worldsheet
methods (monodromy [10,11,12]) and directly confirmed by SYM amplitude computations
[9]. Finally, it is certainly convenient to implement those relations in terms of Mafra’s
building blocks. This has been done in [3] where, using again worldsheet computations of
multi-leg massless external-state amplitudes, the appropriate combinations of those blocks
have been discovered.
Starting from a different approach, namely from direct computation of SYM ampli-
tudes, some new building blocks, named “τ”, have been described in paper [13]. They
satisfy new relations known as KK, discovered for QCD amplitudes in [14]. The role of
KK for τ and BCJ for n is to reduce the number of independent building blocks to the
correct number which, for a tree level p-point amplitude, is (p− 2)!. When one expresses
the amplitudes in terms of building blocks fulfilling the KK relations, they turn out to
obey also the BCJ relations (and consequently, the number of independent amplitudes is
(p−3)!). On the other side, if the building blocks obey the BCJ relations, the correspond-
ing amplitudes satisfy the KK relations. It has also been pointed out by Bern et al., in the
analysis of SYM amplitudes, that KK relations play a fundamental role in the finiteness
of the theory and in the cancellations due to supersymmetry [15].
Furthermore, Mafra et al. showed that some BCJ relations can be derived from BRST
symmetry and, when the amplitudes are written in terms of those ingredients, they display
the wanted symmetry properties. Here, we show that indeed all possible BCJ relations
are found by using BRST symmetry. We explicitly check it on the 4-, 5- and 6-point
amplitudes.
In the same paper [13], Bern et al. proposed a new formula for supergravity amplitudes
based on the SYM building blocks, which has been used by two of the authors of the present
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paper to derive the supergravity amplitudes for 4- and 5-point [16]. That formula uses
the τ ’s as follows: first they rewrite the open string amplitude AOpen (n) in terms of
τL’s by means of a relation between n’s and τL’s, that is A
Open (n) → AOpen (n (τL)) =
AL (τL). Then this expression (thought as the left-mover part of closed string amplitudes)
is paired up with the right-mover τR as AL (τL) τR and summed over the non-equivalent
permutations of the external legs.
To check if this procedure is correct, we adopt Mafra’s point-of-view: the construction
is based on the decomposition in terms of the building blocks and it has to respect the
BRST symmetry.4 Therefore, we require the supergravity amplitude to be invariant under
the left- and right-BRST symmetry. This can easily be checked, observing that the SYM
amplitude is manifestly invariant under the left-BRST variations, which leave invariant
the τR’s, used to construct the supergravity amplitudes. Vice-versa, the same is true if the
specular construction, namely by taking the τL and A(τR), can be considered. Therefore,
the main issue is to prove the equivalence of the two expressions or, differently said, to
prove the expression for the amplitude to be symmetric under the exchange of chiralities.
In the case of 4- and 5-point functions, this fact has been shown in [16], but in the case of
6-point functions it turns out to be rather more difficult. Here, we review the computation
of [16] from a different perspective, we explicitly show that there is a suitable combination
of Mafra’s building blocks – which coincide with Bern’s τ ’s – that renders the supergravity
amplitude symmetric in the exchange of chiralities. For the 6-point functions, we construct
such a combination and show that our solution enjoys the needed symmetry requirements.
The paper is organized as follows: in sec. 2, we briefly review the BCJ and KK
relations. We show that all BCJ relations can be derived from the BRST symmetry. In
particular, it is proven that the BRST exactness of some linear combinations of vertex
operators – which, in turn, implies the vanishing of the corresponding amplitude – are
directly linked to BCJ relations. In sec. 3, we discuss the relation between different types
of building blocks, their symmetry properties and the relations they must fulfill. Finally,
in sec. 4 we discuss the 6-point functions. In appendix A we present a compact form for
the BRST transformations of the building blocks.
4 As a matter of clearness, we underline that for BRST invariance of an amplitude, we mean
the BRST invariance of the integrand before taking the projection onto physical states.
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2. BCJ, KK relations and Q-exactness
Both KK and BCJ are induced by monodromy as shown in [11,10]. In order to discuss
this argument, let us consider a tree level n-point open string amplitude with U (N) gauge
group
An ∝ tr
(
T i1 · · ·T in
)
A (i1, · · · , in) + permutations , (2.1)
where {T i} are the generators of U (N). The color ordered amplitudes A (i1, · · · , in) on
the disk are written as an integral over n − 3 points (three points are fixed by SL (2, IR)
invariance) and are characterized by different insertion’s positions. As a consequence,
deforming the contour of integration allows to write one A in terms of the others, weighted
by functions of momenta. The reality of A implies that the imaginary part of the obtained
equation is zero and its real part is equal to the original amplitude. Taking the field
theory limit (α′ → 0), the former relation reconstructs the BCJ’s, while the latter the
KK’s. These relations together with the invariance of (2.1) under cyclic permutations of
the color indices, constrain the number of the A’s to (n− 3)!. Notice that this is the
minimum number of independent color ordered amplitude [11,10].
BCJ relations can be derived from BRST symmetry by observing the following fun-
damental fact: any ghost-number 2 combination Ω(2) provides a suitable vertex operator
satisfying
〈QΩ(2)〉 = 0 , (2.2)
since the BRST charge acts on the invariant vacuum. Given an amplitude with n external
legs, we can construct several examples of Ω(2). For example, in the case of 4–point we
have ViTijk and TijTkl (here we use the notation of Mafra et al. where Vi stands for the
unintegrated vertex operators and Tij are the residue of the fusion rules between Vi and the
integrand of the integrated vertex Uj); in the case of 5-point functions we have ViTijkl and
TijTklm and so on. Obviously, increasing the number of legs also the number of possible
candidates for Ω(2) and that of possible relations increase. In the next sections, we study
the relations for 4–, 5– and, finally, 6–point functions.
2.1. 4-point Functions
Let us define the building blocks:
nij[kl] = 〈ViVjTkl〉 . (2.3)
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Due to their algebraic properties, they obey the following symmetries
nji[kl] = −nij[kl] , nij[lk] = −nij[kl] , (2.4)
immediately following from the definition (2.3). On the other hand, if we consider the
ghost number 2 quantity Ω(2) = TijTkl, the Q-exactness implies
0 =
1
sij
〈Q (TijTkl)〉 = nij[kl] − nkl[ij] . (2.5)
Therefore, the symmetry of n’s under the exchange of the couples of indices is not a
consequence of the definition of n’s, but relies on BRST invariance. Let us choose instead
Ω(2) = ViTjkl: its Q-exactness, together with the fact that, for 4-point functions, sijk = 0,
gives
0 =
1
sjk
〈Q (ViTjkl)〉 = −〈Vi (VjTkl + VkTlj + VlTjk)〉 , (2.6)
leading to
nij[kl] + nik[lj] + nil[jk] = 0 . (2.7)
This relation is usually called BCJ relation and selects two independent nij[kl] providing
a basis for these amplitudes.
2.2. 5–point Functions
For the 5–point amplitude the building blocks are
n[ij]k[lm] = 〈TijVkTlm〉 , m[ij]klm = 〈ViVjTklm〉 , (2.8)
notice that there are 15 independent n’s and 15 independent m’s that, by construction,
have the following structural symmetries
n[ji]k[lm] = −n[ij]k[lm] , n[ij]k[ml] = −n[ij]k[lm] , n[lm]k[ij] = −n[ij]k[lm] (2.9)
m[ji]klm = −m[ij]klm , m[ij]lkm = −m[ij]klm , m[ij]klm +m[ij]lmk +m[ij]mkl = 0.
As in the case of 4–point amplitudes, there are 2 Q-exactness relations
1
sij
〈Q (TijTklm)〉 = 0 , (2.10)
〈Q (VmTijkl)〉 = 0 , (2.11)
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which lead to, respectively
−m[ij]klm +
(
skl
sij
− 1
)
n[ij]m[kl] +
skl
sij
n[ij]k[lm] −
skl
sij
n[ij]l[mk] = 0 , (2.12)
sijkn[mk]l[ij] +
sijksij
smk
(
n[ij]l[mk] + n[jl]i[mk] + n[li]j[mk]
)
+ (2.13)
+sijkn[lm]k[ij] + sij
(
n[ij]k[lm] + n[jk]i[lm] + n[ki]j[lm]
)
+
+sijn[jk]l[mi] +
sijsjk
smi
(
n[mi]l[jk] + n[mi]j[kl] + n[mi]k[lj]
)
+
+sijn[mj]l[ik] +
sijski
smj
(
n[ik]l[mj] + n[kl]i[mj] + n[li]k[mj]
)
+
+sijn[ij]l[mk] +
s2ij
smk
(
n[mk]l[ij] + n[mk]i[jl] + n[mk]j[li]
)
+
+(sijk − sij)n[ij]m[kl] + sij
(
n[ik]m[jl] + n[il]m[jk]
)
= 0 .
The former relation states that m can always be written as linear combination of
n’s, while decoupling the latter according to the momentum factor, we determine the 9
independent BCJ relations
n[ij]k[lm] + n[jk]i[lm] + n[ki]j[lm] = 0 . (2.14)
Notice that according to [10], there might be additional solutions to eqs. (2.13) known as
generalized BCJ relations. We have explored this possibility.
2.3. 6-point Function
The building blocks needed for the construction of the 6–point amplitude are the
following
ni[jk]lmn = 〈ViTjkTlmn〉 , (2.15)
m[ij]klmn = 〈ViVjTklmn〉 ,
l[ij][kl][mn] = 〈TijTklTmn〉 .
Now there are 3 different Q–exactness conditions
〈QViTjklmn〉 = 0 , (2.16)
〈QTijTklmn〉 = 0 ,
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〈QTijkTlmn〉 = 0 ,
from which we can deduce the following BCJ relations
ni[jk]lmn = nn[lm]jki , ni[jk]lmn + nj[ki]lmn + nk[ij]lmn = 0 , (2.17)
l[ij][kl][mn] = nl[mn]ijk − nk[mn]ijl ,
m[mn]ijkl = nl[mn]ijk ,
nn[ij]klm − nm[ij]kln = nl[mn]ijk − nk[mn]ijl ,
that add to the ones given by the structure of the building blocks. Notice that due to the
second and third equations in (2.15) the l and m blocks are not needed for the construction
of the amplitudes.
3. τ ’s vs n’s
Here we discuss the relations between Mafra’s bulding blocks (BB) and the new objects
τ , introduced in [13], which appear to be the natural generalization of the form factors
from SYM to Supergravity amplitudes. For n–point functions there is always a fundamental
equation which relates n with τ . This expression reads, for n = 4,5 and 6:
nij[kl] = τi[j[k,l]] ≡ τijkl − τijlk − τiklj + τilkj , (3.1)
n[ij]k[lm] = τi[j[k[l,m]]], (3.2)
ni[jk]lmn = τj[k[i[n[l,m]]]]. (3.3)
It should be noticed that the above definitions are fully compatible with the structural
symmetries of the building blocks n, provided the τ ’s are cyclic. To invert the above
equations and get τ = τ(n) one can proceed as follows: first express the τ ’s in terms of all
the BBs
τp =
∑
I
αInIp , (3.4)
provided that the cyclic symmetry of τ is respected. The index I runs over the independent
n’s and p labels the number of external legs. The symmetries on τ imply some conditions on
the coefficients αI , but in order that the KK are satisfied one needs additional symmetries
stemming from eq. 〈QΩ(2)〉 = 0.
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Notice that for 5– and higher point functions there are additional elements. Actu-
ally, we can define different types of BBs, namely m[ij]klm and n[ij]k[lm] for 5–point and
ni[jk]lmn, m[ij]klmn and l[ij][kl][mn] for 6–point, as discussed respectively in sec. 2.2 and
2.3. Moreover, in these cases, some existing relations have been derived guaranteeing that
the m’s (respectively m’s and l’s) are expressible in terms of n’s. Therefore the latter
are the only necessary ingredients for the τ ’s. However, we can also reverse the argument
proposing the following generic decomposition
τ =
∑
I,A
αIAn
I
A , (3.5)
where A labels the BBs according to their operatorial structure, and I runs over the
independent ones. By imposing the KK relations we found that the complete BCJ relations
must be used in order to express the m’s and l’s in terms of the n’s.
The reverse expression is apparently unique for 4– and 5–point, and have the form of
τijkl =
1
6
(nij[kl] + nkl[ij]) , (3.6)
and
τijklm =
1
20
∑
cycle
(n[ij]k[lm]) . (3.7)
For 6–point an expression (supposedly not unique) has been guessed in [13]. The τ ’s
are cyclic on their indices and automatically satisfy KK relations if the n’s possess their
structural symmetries and satisfy BCJ’s as discussed above. Moreover, the number of
independent n’s considering structural symmetries and BCJ’s always match the number
of independent τ ’s surviving the KK relations, that is (n− 2)!.
4. 6–point Closed Amplitude
Here we extend the work presented in [16], deriving the 6–point amplitude for closed
string. Following the procedure proposed in [13] we have
Aclosedp = i
(
k
2
)p−2∑
σ
ALp (σ) τ
R (σ) , (4.1)
where σ labels all non-equivalent permutations of the p indices, k is the gravitational
coupling and ALp is a p–point color-ordered open amplitude.
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In [13], supergravity amplitudes are found using a set of BBs different from the one
by Mafra, namely the τ ’s. The amplitude is written formally as the sum over all non-
equivalent permutations of the product of AOpen and τ , where the former is to be intended
left- and the latter right-moving. Expressing all the amplitudes in terms of τ , it is easy
to show that the expression is symmetric in the exchange of left- and right-movers, from
which Q–invariance is deduced. This is the procedure used in [16]. In this paper we propose
a different way to build the amplitude and to show its Q–closure. Take for instance the
4–point function:
AClosed =
∑
σ
A
Open
L,σ (n
L)τRσ , (4.2)
where
A
Open
L,ijkl =
nL
ij[kl]
skl
+
nL
jk[li]
sil
+
nL
kl[ij]
sij
+
nL
li[jk]
sjk
. (4.3)
This expression is manifestly left–BRST invariant: indeed the τR are left invariant (since
they are not touched by QL) and A
Open
L,σ (n
L) are manifestly QL invariant:
QA
Open
ijkl =
1
skl
Qnij[kl] +
1
sli
Qnjk[li] +
1
sij
Qnkl[ij] +
1
sjk
Qnli[jk] = 0 . (4.4)
Now, we compute the complete expression for AClosed by summing over the 6 independent
permutations
AClosed =
(
nL
ij[kl]
skl
+
nL
jk[li]
sli
+
nL
kl[ij]
sij
+
nL
li[jk]
sjk
)
τRijkl+ (4.5)
+
(
nL
ij[lk]
slk
+
nL
jl[ki]
ski
+
nL
lk[ij]
sij
+
nL
ki[jl]
sjl
)
τRijlk+
+
(
nL
ik[jl]
sjl
+
nL
kj[li]
sli
+
nL
jl[ik]
sik
+
nL
li[kj]
skj
)
τRikjl+
+
(
nL
ik[lj]
slj
+
nL
kl[ji]
sji
+
nL
lj[ik]
sik
+
nL
ji[kl]
skl
)
τRiklj+
+
(
nL
il[jk]
sjk
+
nL
lj[ki]
ski
+
nL
jk[il]
sil
+
nL
ki[lj]
slj
)
τRiljk+
(
nL
il[kj]
skj
+
nL
lk[ji]
sji
+
nL
kj[il]
sil
+
nL
ji[lk]
slk
)
τRilkj .
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It is easy to see that, collecting the different poles, we end up with expressions characterized
by the same nL in front, multiplying a linear combination of τR’s
AClosed =
nL
ij[kl]
skl
τRi[j[k,l]] +
nL
ik[lj]
sjl
τRi[k[l,j]] +
nL
il[jk]
sjk
τRi[l[j,k]]+ (4.6)
+
nL
il[jk]
sil
τRi[l[j,k]] +
nL
ik[lj]
sik
τRi[k[l,j]] +
nL
ij[kl]
sij
τRi[j[k,l]] ,
then we identify that combination with nR
nRij[kl] ≡ τ
R
i[j[k,l]] (4.7)
Doing so, we actually require the symmetry in the exchange of left and right. Finally,
rewriting the closed string amplitude as
AClosed =
∑
σ
τLσ A
Open
R,σ , (4.8)
we can apply the right–BRST charge and, while τL is left untouched by QR, A
Open
R,σ is
manifestly invariant. We can thus conclude that AClosed is Q–invariant. Notice that the
above combination of τ ’s satisfies the BCJ relations, as we explicitly checked. This is
a consequence of the request that the τ ’s must satisfy KK relations, but a more precise
statement is needed: if the τ ’s fulfill the KK relations, there are exactly (n−2)! independent
building blocks. On the other side, if the n’s satisfy the BCJ, they also are expressed in
terms of (n− 2)! building blocks. Thus, the precise statement is that the relation between
τ ’s and n’s is a one-by-one correspondence if and only if both of them satisfy the respective
identities. Swapping between τ ’s and n’s is allowed only if the number of independent
building blocks is the same.
Let us now consider 5–point amplitudes.
A
Open
ijklm =
n[ij]k[lm]
sijslm
+
n[jk]l[mi]
sjksim
+
n[kl]m[ij]
sklsij
+
n[lm]i[jk]
slmsjk
+
n[mi]j[kl]
simskl
. (4.9)
Applying the same technique the following result for closed amplitude is found
AClosed =
nL[ij]k[lm]
sijslm
τRi[j[k[l,m]]] +
nL[il]k[mj]
silsjm
τRi[l[k[m,j]]] +
nL[im]k[jl]
simsjl
τRi[m[k[j,l]]]+ (4.10)
+
nL[jk]l[mi]
sjksim
τRj[k[l[m,i]]] +
nL[jm]l[ik]
sjmsik
τRj[m[l[i,k]]] +
nL[ji]l[km]
sijskm
τRj[i[l[k,m]]]+
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+
nL[kl]m[ij]
sklsij
τRk[l[m[i,j]]] +
nL[ki]m[jl]
siksjl
τRk[i[m[j,l]]] +
nL[kj]m[li]
sjksil
τRk[j[m[l,i]]]+
+
nL[lm]i[jk]
slmsjk
τRl[m[i[j,k]]] +
nL[lj]i[km]
sljskm
τRl[j[i[k,m]]] +
nL[lk]i[mj]
slksjm
τRl[k[i[m,j]]]+
+
nL[mi]j[kl]
smiskl
τRm[i[j[k,l]]] +
nL[mk]j[li]
smksil
τRm[k[j[l,i]]] +
nL[ml]j[ik]
smlsik
τRm[l[j[i,k]]] ,
from which it is natural to identify
τRi[j[k[l,m]]] ≡ n
R
[ij]k[lm] , (4.11)
and again the closed amplitude is Q–invariant by left/right symmetry.
Let us now turn our attention to the case of 6 external legs. First of all we recall the
the open string 6–point amplitude proposed by Mafra
A
Open
ijklmn = 〈
1
2
TijkTlmVn
sijkslmsij
−
1
2
TijkTmnVl
sijksmnsij
−
1
2
TjkiTlmVn
sijkslmsjk
+
1
2
TjkiTmnVl
sijksmnsjk
+ (4.12)
+
1
3
TijTklTmn
sijsklsmn
+ cyclic(ijklmn)〉 ,
which in terms of our BBs it becomes
A
Open
ijklmn =
1
2
nl[mn]ijk
sijksijsmn
+
1
2
nn[lm]jki
sijksjkslm
−
1
2
nl[mn]jki
sijksjksmn
−
1
2
nn[lm]ijk
sijksijslm
+ (4.13)
+
1
3
l[ij][kl][mn]
sijsklsmn
+ cyclic (ijklmn) .
Computing (4.1) and applying the strategy above explained, we find that the n’s are always
multiplied by the same linear function of τ ’s
nLijklmn
(
τRj[k[i[n[l,m]]]]
)
. (4.14)
Notice that the l’s are multiplied by combination of τ ’s which is compatible with (2.17)
and (4.14). To have L/R symmetry satisfied, we then define
nRi[jk]lmn = τ
R
j[k[i[n[l,m]]]] . (4.15)
The 6–point amplitude for closed string is then closed under the action of Q = QL +QR.
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Let us discuss in more detail the computation which leads to (4.15). Starting from
(4.2)
AClosed =
∑
σ
A
Open
L,σ (n
L)τRσ , (4.16)
we write explicitly AOpenL as in (4.13),
AClosed =
∑
σ
(
1
2
nL
l[mn]ijk
sijksijsmn
+
1
2
nL
n[lm]jki
sijksjkslm
−
1
2
nL
l[mn]jki
sijksjksmn
−
1
2
nL
n[lm]ijk
sijksijslm
+ (4.17)
+
1
2
nL
m[ni]jkl
sjklsjksni
+
1
2
nL
i[mn]klj
sjklsklsmn
−
1
2
nL
m[ni]klj
sjklsklsni
−
1
2
nL
i[mn]jkl
sjklsjksmn
+
+
1
2
nL
n[ij]klm
sklmsklsij
+
1
2
nL
j[ni]lmk
sklmslmsni
−
1
2
nL
n[ij]lmk
sklmslmsij
−
1
2
nL
j[ni]klm
sklmsklsni
+
+
1
2
nL
i[jk]lmn
slmnslmsjk
+
1
2
nL
k[ij]mnl
slmnsmnsij
−
1
2
nL
i[jk]mnl
slmnsmnsjk
−
1
2
nL
k[ij]lmn
slmnslmsij
+
+
1
2
nL
j[kl]mni
smnismnskl
+
1
2
nL
l[jk]nim
smnisnisjk
−
1
2
nL
j[kl]nim
smnisniskl
−
1
2
nL
l[jk]mni
smnismnsjk
+
+
1
2
nL
k[lm]nij
snijsnislm
+
1
2
nL
m[kl]ijn
snijsijskl
−
1
2
nL
k[lm]ijn
snijsijslm
−
1
2
nL
m[kl]nij
snijsniskl
+
+
1
3
lL[ij][kl][mn]
sijsklsmn
+
1
3
lL[jk][lm][ni]
sjkslmsni
+
1
3
lL[kl][mn][ij]
sklsmnsij
+
+
1
3
lL[lm][ni][jk]
slmsnisjk
+
1
3
lL[mn][ij][kl]
smnsijskl
+
1
3
lL[ni][jk][lm]
snisjkslm
)
τRijklmn .
Using (2.17) to write l as function of n and summing over all the 120 inequivalent per-
mutations σ of the 6 indices (i.e. fixing for example the first index and permutating the
others) we obtain the following handy expression
AClosed =
1
2
∑
β
1
slmnslmsjk
nLi[jk]lmn
(
τRj[k[i[n[l,m]]]]
)
+ (4.18)
+2
∑
β
1
sijsklsmn
(
nLl[mn]ijk − n
L
k[mn]ijl
)(
τRm[n[l[k[i,j]]]] − τ
R
m[n[k[l[i,j]]]]
)
,
where β is the set of the different strings (made with i, j, k, l,m, n indices) which gives rise
to independent structures in the poles. For 6 external legs, without considering momentum
conservation, there are 180 independent pole structures for n and 15 for l.
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As we have already said, to have Q-closure we impose
nRi[jk]lmn = τ
R
j[k[i[n[l,m]]]] , (4.19)
and with this definition we write the the 6–point closed amplitude
AClosed =
1
2
∑
β
1
slmnslmsjk
nLi[jk]lmnn
R
i[jk]lmn+ (4.20)
+2
∑
β
1
sijsklsmn
(
nLl[mn]ijk − n
L
k[mn]ijl
)(
nRl[mn]ijk − n
R
k[mn]ijl
)
,
which is clearly L/R symmetric and thus Q-invariant.
5. Conclusions
We discuss the relations between different building blocks emerging in the construction
of SYM and supergravity amplitudes. We discuss the role of the KK and of the BCJ
relations and how they can be derived from the BRST symmetry. Finally, we discuss the
decomposition of the of the 6-point supergravity amplitude and its BRST invariance. A
future endeavor will be the comparison of the final expression with the tree level amplitudes
in the literature. That amounts to compute the pure spinor correlation functions explicitly
and it will be published somewhere else.
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Appendix A. B algebra
As discussed in [2], instead of the buliding blocks Vi, Tij , Tijk, ..... it is sometimes
convenient to use the new objects Mi,Mij,Mijk, ...... which are related to the first ones
by simple redefinitions and linear combinations. The advantage of this translation is the
simplification of the BRST transformation rules which become
QMi = 0 , QMij =MiMj , QMijk =MijMk +MiMjk , . . . (A.1)
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In order to deal with the complete set of these equations it is convenient to introduce
the follwing combination: given auxiliary variables ξi which are multiplied tensorially as
ξi ⊗ ξj ⊗ ξk . . ., we can introduce the field
Φ = ξiMi + ξ
i ⊗ ξjMij + ξ
i ⊗ ξj ⊗ ξkMijk + . . . . (A.2)
Assuming that the new variables are inert under the BRST transformation rules, we have
QΦ = Φ⊗ Φ . (A.3)
which has a very suggestive form. It can be easily verified that, by picking each term from
both side of the equation with the same power of ξ’s, one reproduces eqs. (A.1). Notice
that the field Φ is anticommuting (since we assigned bosonic statistic to ξ’s) and therefore
it is easy to check the nilpotency of Q consistently with the above equation.
At this point, one can introduce a new operator B which has the property
{B, Q} = (1− T 1ξ=0) , (A.4)
where T 1ξ=0 is the Taylor expansion of a polynomial of ξ’s around ξ = 0. The second term
on the r.h.s. it is needed to show that the BRST on the space of the building blocks has
no cohomology. Acting directly with the operator B on the tensor product of two fields Φ,
it yields
B(Φ⊗ Φ) = BQΦ = (1− Tξ=0)Φ−QBΦ , (A.5)
and, imposing the choice BΦ = 0, we get
B(Φ⊗ Φ) = (1− Tξ=0)Φ . (A.6)
The operator B is not a derivation, otherwise the above equation would have implied that
the r.h.s. vanishes. By expanding the above equation, we get the interesting results
B(MiMj) =Mij , B(MijMk +MiMjk) =Mijk , (A.7)
B(MijkMl +MijMkl +MiMjkl) =Mijkl , . . .
It is still obscure how the new operator B should act on tensor product of 3 or more Φ.
For example we may have that
B(Φ⊗ Φ⊗ Φ) = (1− Tξ=0)Φ⊗ Φ− Φ⊗ (1− Tξ=0)Φ , (A.8)
where the operator B has been supposed to act on consequent pairs of fields Φ. This is
only a preliminary analysis, but in our opinion there should be an operator B acting on
the algebra on building blocks implementing the famous B-field.
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